A cancer risk model with adaptive repair.
The cancer risk model described herein first appeared in 1982. The model provides a plausible mechanism with biological underpinnings that might reasonably explain observed phenomena in cancer dose-response studies that are not being addressed by the risk models currently in use. This article is a summary and explanation of the features of the model that relate to hormesis. Data from several saccharin studies served in large part to motivate the original research, and were used to illustrate beneficial low-dose effects that could be explained by the model. The model itself is a function of linear ratios of the administered dose x. Linear ratios arise naturally from non-linear Michaelis-Menten kinetics, as described in the next section. The one-hit cancer risk model is used to illustrate the hormetic concepts brought out by linear ratios. The one-hit model is modified to account for repair and for non-linear kinetics, by using a linear ratio of the administered dose instead of the actual administered dose, and by expressing the probability that a 'hit' is repaired as a linear ratio of the administered dose. The phenomenon of hormesis - or low-dose beneficial effects-has been widely observed and accepted. Yet none of the cancer risk models currently in wide use have attempted to accommodate hormetic effects. The modified one-hit model developed herein does not attempt to account for elimination or detoxification, but nevertheless it provides plausible explanations for certain classes of observed hormetic phenomena associated with experimental testing of carcinogenic substances in animals.